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If you work in tech, chances are the prospect of layoffs isn’t just something you see far off 
in the headlines. Industry wide, tech companies have responded to growing macroeconomic 
pressure by parting ways with large amounts of talent. Between March 2022 and 2023 alone, 
startups in Europe cut 40,000 jobs. 

At the same time, nothing happens in a vacuum. Right when tech companies are tamping 
down their workforces, businesses long regarded as “traditional” are racing to scoop 
up the talent. A new global study from Pendo and Product Collective finds that product 
management teams—a function typically prevalent in technology companies—have grown 
in size by 9% in traditional enterprises globally over the past two years. What’s more, they’re 
expected to continue growing at the same rate.

What explains this rush to hire tech talent? Why the focus on product management at say,  
a consumer goods manufacturer, airline, or insurance company? (Hint: It’s got nothing to do 
with product teams for product teams’ sake.) At a high level, the answer is simple:  
These teams strengthen the business and its bottom line.

Product teams are increasingly important to the organization as a whole. What started as 
an engineering-adjacent role centered on shipping new software features has evolved into 
a strategic role for the business. Product teams today distill inputs from customers, internal 
stakeholders, and the market in order to identify the right products or features for a company 
to build in order to grow and maintain their customer base. In essence, product management 
teams tie their efforts to revenue and customer retention. With the pressure to find new ways 
to do more with less in the face of a looming recession, it’s an opportunity too important for 
companies to pass up.

Introduction
When tech’s loss is “traditional” companies’ gain

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tBrjwblou0camLGAE-VRy9bDCVDGb79Bp4EAlKhmq8s/edit#:~:text=Opinion%3A%20European%20startups%20should%20welcome%20global%20tech%20layoffs%20with%20open%20arms
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-05-03/united-airlines-plans-to-hire-50-000-workers-over-four-years?cmpid=BBD050323_CUS&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_term=230503&utm_campaign=closeamericas
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What’s more, this is just one of the many ways traditional companies are adopting tools, 
strategies, and tactics traditionally used by technology companies to efficiently scale 
and drive innovation and growth. In the report that follows, we’ll be examining other 
developments that blur the line between what constitutes a “traditional” company vs.  
a technology company, and zooming in on what change looks like for Europe in particular. 

Methodology 
Pendo and Product Collective partnered with a third-party agency in April 
and May 2023 to conduct a global survey of more than 1,200 non-tech 
companies with 500 or more employees across the U.S. and Europe. The 
goal was to gauge the extent to which traditional businesses are acquiring 
the talent, tools, and strategies typically used by technology companies 
as they undergo digital transformation. 



Priorities for companies in Europe in 2023
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1. Efficiency
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Key findings

FINDING 1

Efficiency remains the name of the game in Europe
In the face of a persistently sluggish global economy, what matters most to traditional 
companies based in Europe has been and continues to be efficiency. Two years ago,  
the No. 1 R&D priority for traditional companies in Europe was efficiency. In 2023, that 
remains the case.

5.  Launching new products

4.  Product-led Growth

3. Customer sentiment

2. Innovation
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This is not to say that what businesses consider most important is uniform globally. Looked 
at in isolation, for example, the U.S. has launching new products and innovation as its top two 
priorities. In Europe, however, the pattern is clear:

Until the macro climate improves, companies will find ways to do 
more with less. In other words, efficiency is the name of the game.

FINDING 2 

Germany leads the way in Europe for companies 
embracing a tech mindset
As traditional companies look and act more like tech companies, it’s important to remember 
that the change is deliberate. Two thirds of traditional enterprises in Europe (66%) now see 
themselves as technology companies today.

UK 47%

84%

67%

Germany

France

Do European “traditional” enterprise companies see themselves as tech companies?

While this number pales in comparison to traditional companies in the U.S. – of which an 
astonishing 96% consider themselves tech companies consider themselves tech companies –  
it also masks some notable differences between European countries. 

Consider that in the United Kingdom, less than half (47%) of traditional companies consider 
themselves as technology orgs. In France, the number jumps to over two thirds (67%). But the 
clear European leader here is Germany, where 84% of traditional companies see themselves as 
tech ones. 

Who’s responsible for this shift? An equal percentage of respondents (48% in both cases) say 
company leadership vs. on the ground teams, indicating that change is a company-wide effort.
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FINDING 3 

Traditional companies have been investing in the 
right tech and tools for their R&D teams—and it’s 
paying off
Embracing shifts in business strategy and tactics usually requires investment in new tools. 
In this case, traditional companies are rallying behind product analytics, recognizing its 
importance not only to product teams but to the organization as a whole. These tools not 
only provide product teams helpful data on things like feature adoption and usage, they also 
provide vital metrics pertinent to overall business health, including KPIs that correspond to 
customer satisfaction and likelihood of retention vs. churn.

As noted above, efficiency continues to be the No. 1 R&D priority for traditional enterprises 
in Europe, and their investment in product analytics reflects that. A full 83% of European 
respondents say that product data and analytics are increasing efficiency when building 
products. And product teams specifically have seen a positive or somewhat positive effect 
on product development from implementing product analytics tools (60%). 

   Product analytics: Your secret weapon for driving growth   
   and reducing churn 
 
   GET THE PRODUCT BENCHMARKS REPORT ->

https://www.pendo.io/product-analytics-benchmarks/
https://www.pendo.io/product-analytics-benchmarks/
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44%

39%

17%

43%
42%

13%

FINDING 4

Traditional companies are also investing  
in the right people—and it’s paying off
We’ve already seen how traditional enterprises are swooping in to recruit top tech talent as 
they pivot their business strategies to look more like those of tech companies. Traditional 
companies’ product teams have grown 9% since 2021, and within that space, there’s an 
emerging consensus about which specific roles are most needed. 

Two years ago, most product teams in traditional companies were focused on hiring either 
data analytics (43%) or engineering roles (42%) as their top priorities to meet business goals. 
Fast forward to today, and while almost half of teams (44%) still say that data analytics roles 
are most important, the second most common response is now product management and 
growth roles (39%). And with the increasingly vital role PMs play in driving customer growth 
and combating churn, it’s not hard to understand why.

2021 2023

Data analytics Engineering OtherProduct Management and Growth

Role priorities for 2021 vs. 2023

https://www.pendo.io/resources/the-power-of-product-in-an-economic-downturn/
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FINDING 5

There’s a huge expectations gap across roles  
and regions when it comes to AI
The consensus among traditional enterprise product teams is that data and analytics skills 
are what’s most needed. These are areas where emerging AI technology can perform and 
assist humans effectively. 

And yet there is a massive expectations gap around the potential for AI, with company 
leadership twice as likely to prioritize AI/ML skills than their reports. Nearly half of company 
leaders (44%) rank AI/ML skills as most needed to achieve business goals, while just 19%  
of contributors overall believe those skills should be prioritized.

Here the U.S. is clearly outpacing Europe in both adoption and value realization:  
U.S. companies seem to see much more value from implementing AI/ML technology,  
with 77% of teams based there reporting a positive impact from leveraging it. In contrast only 
53% of European companies are seeing a positive or somewhat positive effect.

73%

Impact of leveraging AI/ML technology in U.S. vs. Europe

53%

U.S. Companies European 
Companies

Positive impact
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Conclusion

The fact that traditional enterprises are looking and behaving more like tech companies  
gets at a core truth about the business world today: No matter what product you build or 
sell, you’re selling to increasingly tech-savvy consumers who engage with your business and 
product via digital experiences. 

Tech companies may have been the first to put their product and product teams at the 
center of their business model, but as the findings here show, “product-led growth”  
is becoming more and more synonymous with “business growth” as a whole. 

From “traditional” to tech

Want to learn more about how Pendo 
helps large companies implement 
the best  product-led strategies  
and tactics, regardless of industry?

Take a self-guided tour of Pendo  
or schedule a custom demo.

https://www.pendo.io/tour/
https://www.pendo.io/demo-center/


Product Collective is a worldwide community of software Product 
Managers and the organizers of INDUSTRY: The Product Conference, 
held each year in Cleveland, New York, Dublin (Ireland), and online. 
Product Collective also publishes a weekly newsletter featuring Product 
Management resources, opinion and news, and members connect on 
an exclusive online platform that features over 120 hours of on demand 
keynotes and interviews with renowned product leaders.

Pendo helps teams of all sizes put their product at the center of their 
business so they can create the best customer experiences possible.  
With Pendo’s complete product adoption platform, you can combine 
retroactive usage analytics, in-app messaging, and feedback tools to 
better understand, guide, and close the loop with your users. And it all 
works at scale–no coding necessary. Pendo customers include the world’s 
leading software companies and digital enterprises, including Verizon, 
Morgan Stanley, LabCorp, OpenTable, Okta, Salesforce, and Zendesk. 

Learn more: www.pendo.io

http://www.productcollective.com
http://www.industryconference.com
http://www.pendo.io

